Spark Audio: Microphones & Headphones

Professional production to the very last detail.

Spark Studio offers a variety of microphones and professional headphones for all users, whether you’re filming or listening to Spotify while you’re working. Creating masterful audio is best complimented by amazing ways to listen to it, and we think we’ve curated a collection for a variety of uses, projects, and awesome sound.

The Line-Up

**Sennheiser HD 330 PRO Headphones**
- Lightweight, professional quality
- Reduced comb filters distortion
- Extended frequency response for accurate sound production
- Increased sound pressure level to handle demanding use
- Two pairs available!

**FiFiine Wireless Lapel Microphone System**
- Bodpack transmitter
- Stable signal, clear sound
- LCD screen on transmitter displays frequency, battery life
- Unidirectional microphone
- Cardioid pattern shuts out background

**Blue Yeti USB Microphone**
- Professional USB microphone
- 4 different pattern modes: stereo, cardioid, omni- & bi-directional
- Instant mute, headphone volume controls
- 3.5 mm headphone jack
- Vocals, podcasting, instruments
- Two available!

**LyxPro Condenser Shotgun Microphone**
- Use with Canon XC10
- Mounts directly on camera
- Super-cardioid pick-up pattern
- Foam screen prevents sound interference from breeze/wind

Accessorized Audio: Enhance your experience with professional attachments

- OnePlus Upgraded Mic Arm Stand w/ Suspension Boom Arm, Pop Filter
- Blue Radius II Shock Mount
- Microphone extension arm (wall-mount)